
Illex Flick Shake Rubber Worm 4.8" 12cm

Illex

Product number: IL-FS12

The Flick Shake is one of the most effective worms 
money can buy!

from 12,59 € * 12,59 €

Discover the master of seduction in the water: Illex Flick Shake 
rubber worm 4.8" - The ultimate perch and trout lure

With the Illex Flick Shake, a highlight among the Illex soft bait lures, you get a lure that impresses with its 
innovation in finesse fishing. This 12 cm long rubber worm offers a perfect balance of softness and 
firmness that will entice any predator to bite. Its curved body and salty texture perfectly mimic the natural 
prey of target fish such as trout, barbel, chub and perch, making it an effective perch and trout lure. The 
softness of the material allows the lure to respond to the slightest tug with lifelike movements, while when 
slowly lowered it emits intense vibrations that attract targeted predators.

In addition to its convincing action under water, the Illex Flick Shake is characterised by its versatility - from 
'wacky' rigging with nailsinker or jighead, weightless rigged in the middle to use on the drop shot (hook in 
the middle!). Its technical details speak for themselves: with a length of 12cm and a weight of 3.7g, this 
sinking lure is perfectly balanced to deliver optimum performance in all conditions.

Advantages that convince

Reaction to the slightest twitch: The soft but not flabby texture enables the Illex Flick Shake soft 
bait worm to react to the slightest twitch with lifelike movements.
Intense vibrations: Even when sinking slowly, this salty worm vibrates seductively and attracts 
targeted predators.
Ideal for all finesse methods: Its outstanding performance on the drop shot and with other finesse 
methods makes it a favourite among experts.

In the world of finesse fishing, the Illex Flick Shake rubber worm is therefore your secret weapon, which 



not only magically attracts the target fish with its lifelike performance and attractiveness, but can also 
significantly increase your catch rate. Its unique properties and versatility make it an indispensable must-
have in every angler's box.

With the Illex Flick Shake rubber worm 4.8" in your fishing equipment, you are ideally equipped to 
successfully master the challenges of finesse fishing and attract the attention of predatory fish in any body of 
water.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

